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Artist: Shake Digga feat. 
Craig Fraser
Title: Night of the Hunter
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Hip Hop
UPC: 881034756169
Cat No: BPP4374
Distribution: Global

Artist: Various Artists
Title: Elements of Hip Hop 
Vol. 11-12
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Hip Hop
UPC: N/A
Cat No: BPP3810 - BPP3811
Distribution: Global

Artist: John Swan
Title: Hymn
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Gospel
UPC: 881034756077
Cat No: BPP4260
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Exploring the diversities of the music 
world, underground hip hop sensation 
Shake Digga has recently teamed up 
with Blue Pie’s Craig Fraser to bring you 
'Night of the Hunter'This track is 
skyrocketing to the top of the charts 
and through radio with support from 
the large urban and hip hop fan-base in 
Australia. Mixing RnB and rap with Craig 
Fraser's acoustic-suited voice melds 
together a unique musical creation.

About this release:
A compilation of entertaining hip-hop 
beats from a selection of artists, all on one 
album. The artists featured in this series 
have one thing in common- they all bring 
different elements of hip-hop to the table, 
just as the album title says. Give this a 
spin and you will find a great variety of 
high energy hip hop and rap mixed with a 
bit of reggae and some soulful R&B. Any 
hip-hop fan will relate to and appreciate 
this release. It will have you effortlessly 
nodding and bouncing start to finish.

About this release:
In this exclusive track, Australia’s own 
unique artist John Swan collaborates with 
Craig Fraser. They team up to sing a 
worship song about finding strength 
through God. Hymn is a track to help 
people seek in God’s guidance and comfort. 
John and Craig use all their emotion singing 
- “O lord take me out of this world of chaos 
and commotion, take me to the world of 
peace. To be walking by your side”. The 
song has an amazingly uplifting soft rock 
sound, and is perfect for any spiritual soul, 
seeking peace from the lord above. 
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Artist: Burning the Day
Title: Blacklisted
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Metal
UPC: 881034756213
Cat No: BPP4257
Distribution: Global

Artist: Suzanna Lubrano
Title: Festa Mascarado
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Pop/World
UPC: 881034757463
Cat No: BPP4246
Distribution: Global

Artist: Suzanna Lubrano
Title: Saida
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: Pop/World
UPC: 881034757470
Cat No: BPP4247
Distribution: Global  

About this release:
Canadian Metal band Burning the Day 
return with new album “Blacklisted”. 
The album features a variety of dark 
and powerful metal songs, which 
includes catchy choruses and great 
guitar solos, most of which are also 
quite hardcore and melodically aggres-
sive. Burning the Day will be of 
particular interest to most head-
bangers who are into the metal scene.  

About this release:
Escape to a new world with Suzanna 
Lubrano’s Festa Mascarado.Combing 
beautiful Latino pop elements with 
modern day synth, Suzanna will have 
you up and dancing in no time. This 
album not only brings out the very best 
of world music, but also allows listeners 
to familiarise themselves with the 
beauty of Latin pop, its language, its 
groove and most of all its depth as a 
musical genre. Suzanna’s luscious voice 
adds even more to the mix.

About this release:
Yet another instalment of Suzanna 
Lubrano talent and music.Saida 
explores the depths of pop music, 
with a Latin twist. Combining 
elements of Zouk, Afro-pop and 
modern pop, this album will get you 
buzzing from start to finish. The 
eccentric drumming and rhythmic 
patterns along with beautiful acoustic 
guitar provide a beautiful 
combination to relax and to entertain.
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Artist: TYZ
Title: Rock Your Body
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: RnB
UPC: 881034770516
Cat No: BPP4270
Distribution: Global

Artist: TYZ
Title: Abstract #2 
Label: Electrik Blue Records
Genre: RnB
UPC: 881034770523
Cat No: BPP4269
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Get ready to Rock Your Body to TYZ’s 
newest and most fabulous single!Rock 
Your Body brings you the flavours of 
RnB, soul and pop and will make you 
want to move your body. Scattered 
through there is even some smooth 
saxophone moments, making the track 
even more interesting than it already 
is. Download the single today!

About this release:
Get into the notion of Abstract #2 
with TYZ’s newest and most 
fabulous single!Abstract #2 brings 
you the most well constructed 
rhythms with the words that he 
writes his songs with. Combining 
the flavours of RnB, soul and pop 
and will make you want to search 
for more. It’s all about rhythm and 
words when it comes to TYZ. 
Download the single today!
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